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1. Stop thinking you have to respond every time a kid talks to you 
    about something. 
 Sometimes all we want is for someone to listen - we don’t want   
 their advice, we don’t want a lecture, we just want to get it off   
 our chest!

2. Stop asking WHY questions - and any interrogating questions, actually!  

 Most often, when you ask a “why” question, you are going to   
 get an “I don’t know” answer. Which gets us nowhere - except   
 frustrated! If you ask “What happened?” instead of “Why did   
 you do that?”, you’re probably going to get an answer that will   
 actually help problem-solve the situation - or at least get you   
 closer to it!

3. Stop stereotyping based on demographics. 
 Yes, I know this is a loaded statement considering our nation’s   
 state of affairs. But how are we perpetuating stereotypes in our   
 classrooms and on our campuses? If you don’t understand why 
 I ask that question, then try this on for size - 70% of students   
 involved in “in-school” arrests or referrals to law enforcement 
 are black or latino. Which students are arrested the most?

4. Stop taking things personally! 
 If a kid is having a bad day, they might take it out on you, but it   
 probably has nothing to do with you! We do it to our loved   
 ones all the time, don’t we? Check out the Four Agreements   
 by Don Miguel Ruiz

5. Stop using humiliation as a form of punishment. 
 You’re never going to win a kid over if you humiliate them.   
 Bottom line.

6. Stop assuming! 
 We think we know a kid’s story just by looking at him or   
 watching the way she interacts. But the truth is, every kid has 
 a different story, a different reason for behaving a certain 
 way. Assumption is harmful and damaging - potentially 
 long-term. Do you want that responsibility?
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1. Start providing opportunities to develop relationships. 
 Use circles for games, check-ins, check-ups and check-outs. 
 Circles are also a great way to introduce new concepts 
 or review work. For instance, "What was hard/easy about 
 last night's homework?"  

2. Start having personal conversations with students. A simple “How       
    are you today?” could turn the entire day around for a kid! Try asking    
    open ended questions. 
 Ask the first kid who walks into your room or office “Did you   
 have a good weekend?” and then ask the next kid who walks 
 in “What did you do this weekend?” What kind of answers 
 did you get and which questions naturally solicited 
 more information?

3. Start Listening! 
 Not fake listening...I mean real listening. That means you 
 put your phone down, close your laptop, or book or whatever   
 else you’re doing or holding and look at your student 
 as he/she is talking to you. 
 
4. Start seeing restoration as a way to make permanent change. 
 When there's face-to-face interaction, and the students are 
 involved in the decision making process, there is greater 
 potential for understanding what they did wrong and what 
 they need to do to make it right. Which ultimately means they   
 probably won't do it again!

5. Start identifying your biggest naysayers and work to get 
    them on-board.
 Pull that negative talker aside or stop him before he walks into   
 class. Tell him something that will make him feel important   
 and needed, like “I’m really depending on your leadership in   
 circle today!” Or “I really value your opinion and want to hear   
 what you have to say today.”
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